On January 21, 2009 - the day Hillary Rodham Clinton
was sworn into office as the Secretary of State under
Barack Hussein Obama, the US Department of State
established a classified email account on the DoS server.
Clinton never once used that that secure system. -FBI
Report: “Clinton Email Investigation” September 2,
2016

“From the group of 30,000 email returned to the State
Department, 110 in 52 email chains have been determined
by the owning agency to contain classified information at
the time they were sent or received. Eight of those chains
contained information that was Top Secret at the time they
were sent; 36 chains contained Secret information at the
time.; and eight contained Classified information, which is
the lowest level of classification. Separate from those,
about 2,000 additional emails were “up-classified” to make
them Confidential; the information in those had not been
classified at the time the emails were sent.” -FBI Director
James Comey, July 5, 2016

18 U.S.C. § 793(f): Gathering, Transmitting or Losing
Defense Information: Whoever, being entrusted with or
having lawful possession or control of any
document[…]relating to national defense, (1) through
gross negligence permits the same to be removed from its
proper place of custody[,,,] shall be fined under this title or

imprisoned not more than ten years, or both. Also, intent
addressed under 18 U.S.C. 793(d) and (e).

18 U.S.C. § 1924(a): Unauthorized or Removal of
Classified Documents or Material: Whoever, being an
officer[…] of the United States, and, by virtue of his office,
employment, position, or contact, becomes possessed of
documents or materials containing classified information of
the United States, knowingly removes such documents or
materials without authority and with the intent to retain
such documents or materials at an unauthorized location
shall be fined under this title or imprisoned for not more
than five years, or both.

18 U.S.C. § 2071(b): Concealment, Removal or
Mutilation Generally: Whoever, having the custody of
any such record, proceeding, map, book, document,
paper, or other thing, willfully and unlawfully conceals,
remove, mutilates, obliterates, falsifies, or destroys the
same shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more
than three years, or both.

18 U.S.C. § 641: Public Money, Property or Records

18 U.S.C. § 1001: Statements or Entries Generally Making
a materially false statement to Congress:

18 U.S.C. §1505: Obstruction of Justice Proceedings
Before Departments, Agencies and Committees

The FBI confirmed that 110 Clinton Emails in 52 threads
contained classified information.
December 5, 2014: Clinton handed over 30,490 emails
from her private server
She withheld 31,839 of “private” emails.

